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What is so different about Ben Novak?Secrets will be unravelled and shocking discoveries will be

made inÂ A Trail of Echoes.BUY NOW!*BEWARE OF SPOILERS IN THE REVIEWS BELOW that

are without spoilers alerts!*
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A Trail of Echos picks up where A Wind of Change left off and continues down Ben and River's

growing story. I said it about River with the last book and I will say it again with this one, I LOVE

HER!! Ben couldn't have found a better girl. In A Trail of Echos we are introduced to even more new

characters that take the suspense and mystery to a whole new level. Bella, of course, politely

dropped several bombs on us in this book as she always does and left me wanting more. A little

more light was shed on Jeremiah and The Oasis too; just enough to make you ask a whole series of

other questions that I cannot wait to be answered! Bella blows me away continually with her

beautiful stories that take me instantly and hold me captive. I feel like the past couple books are

building us up for a book that will literally make us explode. A Trail of Echos was yet again, an



amazing book by Bella! I cannot recommend this series enough.

#18 was amazing, the excitement,danger and action kept coming!! Its crazy to see how advanced

The hunters technology has become, I almost wonder if they have an inside to the super natural

world or big time investors. I liked how more information about ben and Jeremiah came out oh and

the oasis, I knew that creppy noise was something that was used on dead humans but.Ii never

would have guessed the actual reason for it; to creepy n sick. I am kinds shocked that There are

only 2 more books in Ben's story and not sure what bella has planed next, i really love the series

and wanted more of benBut I would love for the series to be about everything and everyone after

Ben's part. But who knows, I loved this one and cant wait for more. but bella is a fantastic writer. So

I feel she will bring

Best kind of paranormal books you'll ever read. I can't say enough about this series. Bella's writing

is so amazing that you feel you are right there with the characters. Bens storyline is so intriguing, he

meets so many people on his journey that you just can't stop reading. These books will have you on

a emotional roller coaster. A Shade Of Vampire Series just keeps getting better and better.

An unbelievable series! Mesmerizing! I find myself reading other books by other authors and want to

reach out to tell them to read this series for pointers. I can't wait for the last book in this series and

yet I will be sad that it ends. Please continue with companions to this series. This is now a part of

my life. Love this series!

Same as before, I love the story line and its good and makes you want to read the next one. But I

am starting to get frustrated with the fact that the damned story never ends and the books seem

shorter. End it already so I can read something else!

I am having heart palpitations over this, why is Ben so different? I don't know that I can wait until this

next book is released, the suspense is killing me! ðŸ˜‰Well Ms. Forrest has me right where she

wants me, twitching for her next bookðŸ˜Š

I love all Bella Forrest Vampire books. this series is the best. I just cant wait til the next one in the

series. always fascinating reads. I hate when the book ends and anxious for the next. I highly

recommend these books.



This series has had me from the begining. I wait every month for the next installment and it never

fails to please. I love Ben and Rivers story so far can wait to see what surprises are in store for this

couple!!
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